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The

. foreign Students' Value Orientations

The reinforcement of cultural values as one espect of the socialitation

powers of the media has received some attention in past studies: Lazarsfeld

and Merton, for instance, maintain that the media operate conservatively

and follow public norms in such matters as tastes and values, thereby

reinforcing the status quo.
1

The exception to this point of view possibly

could be in the case of the selling of products. Even in these situations,.

however, the media generally avoid posing a serious challenge to fundamental

values or deeply established mores.

Some studies have also alluded to the media potential of creating

new values in the form 0 the stimulation of new forms of behavior that'

ultimately receive widespread social- approval. DeFleur posits a number

of instances, including young boys imitating. Tarzan-like behaviors viewed

.on television, that suggest the media can create new cultural veues.3

New programming.technigues and topics can also create new values. For

example, "All In the Family" was a new form of television program that

ultimately affected many other prolrams, producing such spin-offs as

°Maude and "The Jeffersons".

The chan_ging of cultural values, the final socialization effect, has

not received widespread.support from media researchers. Klepper, for

example, denies that the media have much power to convert values in well-

established behavioral areas.4 However, DeFleur warns that the eesearch

in this area is very tentative. The media may be Capable of converting

3
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Nopple from one value to another, but refusql,itO 4 so for foor.of ellonetlna

the sudlence, thus annoying sponsors and affecting. profit. .

Overall, the three socialization effects ten realistIcallY be reduced

'to relnforceMent and creation when dealing with the media. HoweVer,

these various socialization powers do not necessarily hold fora!! members

of'the various Media audiences. For example, teleVlsion could have different

effects or different audiences such as foreign college students. The mass

media's role could be confined to helping_foi-eign students first peallve

and later internalize or conform to American norms and'values by reinforte-

ment of only per6eived norms and values communicated by the media. This

reinforcement is probably different than the reinforcement performed :for

the American audience because the only reaj contact foreign students could

have with American culture Is through television. Further, It Is entirely

possible that foreign students' only substantial contact with American

culture, while living in this country, Is also through televiilon If they

live in '"collections" of students from their native country.

Some past studies concerning foreign students have dealt with their
a.

. attitudes and problems Of social adjustment.5 The majority of this

research has not attempted to establish any relationship between these

attitudes and their antecedent causes.

The research concerning foreign student-adaptation to American culture

has also overlooked the process and Inducements responsible for their

sacialization.6 Although most foreign students come to this country to

learn and obtain skills and dispositions with a goal of becoming more

effective members of their native countries, their education occurs in an

-
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nvironment to some degree, if they are to be successful students.-- Foreign

students must, therefore, be somewhat acculturated.into American society.

They must also Obey certain sowial sanctions which may affect their

behavior. The various acculturators responsible for this learning have

yet to be identified in studies of foreign students.

Obviously,- 'Merit are manY acculturators available ,t0D the forelgm

.student, the .thost prevalent being the university. However, this Institution-

has limited value in the' socialization process because It teaches primarily

about roles associated only with academic life. For learning social roles

'and expectations associated with other roles, foreign students must depend

upon more tnformal contacts.7

Some of thete informal cues used .by foreign students In the accultura-

tion prOcess have received some attention in past research. -For example,

one study found that television was a primary source of American value

orientation. The viewing of television was also a helpful agent in the

internalization of these orientations by foreign students. . Further,

American host families, used to help acclimate the student to their new

environment, were found to be fairly Ineffectual in thebcculturation

process. 8
.1

Acculturation is a crucial process for the incoming foreign.student

if he or she is tO be successful In an American univers!ty. Television has

been Identified as an important part of this process. If television does

have a significant effect on value orientations toward American culture,

,then specific programs might be identified as reinforcers in the acculturation
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process. Therefore, there should be some relationship biot.ween cuitural

values presented In TV.programs and.foreign student orientation toward

these values.

Kapoor and Williams,'Using Q-factor analysts, investigated the rela-
.

tionship between traditional American cultural values and foreIgn.students'

. perceptions and internalizations of them by first identifying.traditional

values and then matching them to television prog-ams.9 The results of the

study suggeSted that television Can be an acculturator as students viewing

the most television had different value orientations than students who

watched little television.

Traditionally, Q has peen a small sample research method and.not

ideally suited for widespread projections; If projections are essential,

then supplementation of the 0-research is required.1°

This study was attempted to supplement the earlier research.with a

view to developing some hypotheses and propositions.

Methodology

The method devised to test the relationship between television pre-

A

sentation and foreign students' orientation.toward cultural values involved

three steps. First, traditional values were identified and matched to

televisioh programs, the matching process was then validated. Second,

a baseline of American student perceptions of these values was determined.

Third, foreign-student perceptions were measured.

Value identification

Williams identified eight traditional American values such as secu-

larism and achievement." The definitions of these values were matched to

6
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prime time television program:descriptions published In TV Guide for thO

1977-1978 television season by mass communication classes of American

college students. Television programs receiving a "difficulty score,"

a measure' of coder reliability, of at least .80 were used In this study.

The results of this procedure found only three of the eight values

iden+Ified by Williams puisented on prime time teleVislon programs. The

Valid program descriptions were found for each of these three values, re-

suiting In a sample of thirty items (see descriptions In Tables).,

Five statements were also written and validated for the study as a

sufficient number of televilion program descriptions could not be fund

to produce ten items for each of the three cultural values.

Baseline Construction

The three American cultural values Identified in Step 1, value identi-

fication, were: materialism, humanism and democracy. 12
Those values

formed the "Odependencies" for a stmictured Q methodology.13 The thirty

statements were typed on individual index cards sorted by a second sample

of 30 American college students into nine categories from "most resemble"

to "least resemble" their perceptions of American values..

Figure 1

Category Number 2 3 4 5

.Number of Items
1 2 3 5 8

6 7 8 9

5 3 2 I

The results of this procedure was the operationalization of American

student value orientations and formed the baseline for comparison with

foreign students'.perceptions of the same values.

5
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The valitanof 9 methodoicsy Is that litAl.lows comparisons of percap-

tions. Because of the forced choice nature,.rankings are norma0y dls-

tributed;* most of the items are placed near.the- middy. of the'scale

(Figure U. Rankings ere then intercorrelated:Peaultlng.in a matrix by .

"types". of sim(lar items: These "types" can then be eemperea Oy

fyIng an underlying construct that the items have in common. Dtffering

from the traditional R factor analysis, Q treats the VteMs (program des7-

crlptions) as subject and subjects.as items. The results of this analysis

rupresented American.students by allowing the respondenh to make compare-

tive Judgments about value orientations. The number of hours spent watching

televiiion was also recorded.

foreign Student Perceptions

One group of 30 foreign students sortedthe. thirty program descriptions

two times. The first sort represented value orientations in_response to

instructions.to categorize the program Aescriptions as.they resembled

American culture. The second soart was elicited by instructions asking

students to categorize the program descriptions as the students billeved

them. This .sort was designed to determine which values, if any, had been

internalized by these foreign students. The native country, years speaking

and reading English, years In America, and difficulty with English were

also.recorded.

Results

The Q factor analyses were performed using Val Tubergen's QUANAL

program with varimax rotation. The first set of analyses represents

American students' value orientations as measured by the two sorts of the
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IhIrty television program descriptions. One value:Po the 0 sort' methodology ,

Is that If affords the research the luxury of validating factor structures

with very few subj4cts.(sorters). The actual subjects in the analysis are

the items, in this case television program deicriptions. To validate the

sorting behavior, two groups of students were purposively selected to

sort the program descriptions. .The second sort,was accomplished to

Validate the firsi sort and the results of the first study by Kapoor and

Williams. The result was that Americans sorted the descriptions as they

* .

represented American cultural values.. The second and third pairs of.

sorts represented foreign students' value orientations and value belief

structures.

American Studenf Sort

In Q factor'analysis, significant factors are determined In two ways.

First, loadings are.significant if they exceed three times.the square root

of the number of items. Second, if the product of the two highest loadings

exceeds two times the standardlarror of the zero order correlations, the

factor is significant. These criteria produced a throe factor-type solution

for the two sorts accomplished by the American students. The first sort

(Table 1) accounted for 39% of the. total var'anca; sort two accounted for

30% of the va-lance (Table 3).

The two sorts produced somiwhat similar4Oactor structures. Considering .

Type 1 in .both Tables 1 and 2, only one of fOur students responsible for

significant loadings viewed over the average number of hdurs of television

per Clay comparod to the rest of the American students (2.5 hours).

Students with the highest loadings for Type Ill (both sorts) watched less

9
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than the aims number othours per day... pe 11. in bothsortsswere verY

different. None of the students In the fir t sort (Table I) watched more

than 2.5 hours of television .per.day; both of the students contributing

to TYpe, 11 in Table 2 watched more than t e average amount of television.
;.

;The conclusion Is that Types 1 and III w re similar: between the.two

Q sorts.

Even more similarities were found between the two sorts when Z scores

were considered (Tables 3 and 4). At It he bottom Of each table is the total

number of items rejected

In both sorts, humanism I

is accepted more than it

(less than -1.0) and acctepted (greater than 1.0).

s najected MOre than it is accepted; materialism

is rejected4 Differences we're found, however,,on

the acceptance and rejectioh ofdemodrocy. The first sort (Tabe I)

accepted democracy only for'Type 11 (three accepted; two rejected); the

second sort found all three types acOepted the democracy value. Note also

that when the humanism value was rejected, materialism was accepted for

all but one sort -(Type III in the secOnd sort).

In terms of the items best descr)bing the three types revealed In

each of the two sorts by the American- students, humanism items (Type I. in

Twos 1 and 2).rojócted in both sorts involved marriage and life or death

situations. For example, item 18, Phyilis helping a marriage, is rejected

in both sorts. All materialism itemsiaccepted in Type II, in both sorts,

involve programs about jobs and careers. In fact, items 12 and 22 were

accepted by both 'groups of studenti. Considering democracy, all but one.

item (number 24) involves a school.
I

For example, item 9 about Horshak

being voted most popular is accepted in both sorts.

1 0
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Typo 11 In the f1rst sort (Teble 3) and Type ill In the second sort

(Table 4) eLe very similar. Considering the humanism value first, 111

sorrie type of-helpIng behavior. For example, item 15, accepted in

/ /

bothitypes, involves the, doctors on,M*A*S*H delivering a'..baby. All the

xlat riallim items accepted In these two types Involve some type of

carieer decision. Again, item' 12 about Rhoda's new career Is accepted in

,.bIth types. Finally-, botil +ypes accept democracy and Item 13 involving

Eprretta's-inability to talk.

.!oreIgn Students' Cultural Orientations'

Factor structures produced from the two sorts of foreign students'

. cultural perceptions were som6what different compared to the two sorts

accomplished by the American students. The first foreign student sort

(Table 5) accounted for 51% of the total variance; the second sort accounted
I

0

for 30% of the-variance. The first sort produced five, factors; the second

sort produced three factors or tyPes. Considering the first sort (Table 5),

Type I was produced by foreign students who had very little diffIclIty

with Ihe English language. Both s+udents watched some-television every

day and both were from countries an the west coast of Africa. Type 11

was produced by students with muCh diffi.culty with English. However, one

student was from Europe and watched much television, compared.to the other

foreign students; while the other student was from the middle east and

watched comparatively little television during the average day. Type III

was the result'of one student (the two highest factor loadings exceedea

two times the standard error criterion) from Liberia who had little

difficulty with the language and watched considerable television. Type IV

tr

.0

a.

0
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contained students who watched very I Ittle;television.. 'Two. students.-,

were from countries In Africa; While one student was from Japan. The

African students reported very little trouble with'the English language.;.

Finaily,.Type'V consisted of two students.. Neither student watched much

television (one-half hour per day) and both *were from African countries.

The.second sort of foreign student perceptions of American culture

reported in Table 6 produced three very different types. Type 1 was the

result of two students one from the United Arab Republic and the other

from Bangladesh. Both students had a little difficulty with English and

watched much television (similar to Type !Win the-first sort).. TYpe 11 .

et

had only one student from Europe who reported a little trouble with the

language but stili watched fwo hours of television per day. Finally',

Typo III cdhsisted of one student fromAamalca who watched little television

and had hardly any throublewith English.

Some similarities of thb factors produced in the two sorts can be

found when years-spent.reading and speaking,English are contidered. Typn 11

in both sorts are similar In that none of these students (with sigilficant
4

factor loaiings) exceeded the.average number of years spent reading and

speaking the language. Type III in both sorts are similar In that both

students, one for each type, reported speaking and reading English more

than the ayer,ape compared to the other foreign students in this study.

Type 1 in both sorts.also share sOMIG similarities when the Items

with'significant Z scores are considered (Tables 7 and 8). Humanism is

generakty rejected in both tables for Type I. 'In fact, Itek 18 Is rejected

In both groups of foreign students. Materialism is generally accepted

z-

12

4.
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with item 22 receiving a significant Z score in both tables. Interestingly,

the only materialism Items rejected in Type I (Table 7) involves people

losing Jobs (item 8) or a person returning to visit a former employer

(item II). Democracy received little support in either sort. In.fact,

foreign students, In general, neither accepted nor rejected the democracy

value. When demoCracy items did receive Significant Z scores, the number

4 of accepted 1.tems was generally counterbalanced by aft equal numb:r of

rejected items.

Type II was not very sinilar in the two sors on forekgri student

perceptions. In fact, students responsible for Type II in the first

sort (Table 7) were somewhat for humanism (one item), definitely rejecting

materialism and accepting democracy. Type it In Table 8 rejected humantsm,

,

accepted materialism and split on democracy. However, the two sorts

were somewhe similar when the specific i.tems accepted and rejected in both

sorts are considered. Students in both sorts rejected item 5 (materialism)

and Item 24 (democracy) white. apcepti-ng item 29 (democracy).

Type Illp.in both sorts, was similar In that students,shared three

items An COMMOn (significant 2 scores with the same sign), but were almost

complete opposites in their preferences for the three cultural values.

Type ill in Table 7 accepted humanism and democracy and rejected materialism.

Type.Ill in 'fable 8 was for materialism and democracy and against humanism.

_However, two items were shared, in common, between the two sorts. ftem 9

was accepted and item 24 was rejected In both tables.i

13
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Forelgo Student CUltural Beliefs

Tables 9 snd 10 represent the two foreign student sorts of the thirty

television program descriptions In terms of whether the Items represented

the students' cultural beliefs. Both sorts produced four type. Sort

one accounted for 40 of the variance; while'sort two accounted for 40*

of the total variance.

Type II (Table 9) and Type 1 (Table 10) are very similar in terms of

students responsible for the significant facfor loadings. All students were

from African countries and all had spent about the average amount of time

speaking and reading Englisk-compared to other foreign students in this

study. Finally, all but one student had spent more than the average number

of years in residence in the United :'tates.14

Type ill (Table 9) and Type 11 (Table 10) also share some similarities.

:.First, Type 111 consists of two students from African countries and one from

a spanish-speakIng country; Type 11 has two students from spanish-speaking

countries and one.African. Second, all students in these two types had

been In the United States at least an average length of time compared to

the other students in this study.
15

Third, almost ill studehts had been

speaking and reading English more than the average number of years. Fourth,

all but one stUdent reported any diffiCulty understahding English. Finally,

all six students in these two types reported about the.same number of

daily television viewing hours.

Type IV (Table 9) and Type III (Table 10) are somewhat less similar

than the proceeding pairs. Both types have one African'student. One student

In each type had.spent less than the average number of years in residence.

14
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All but one.student responsible for these types spent under the average

number of years speaking EnglIsh.16 Finally, all spent about the b'.110

number of hours watching television during an average day. These two types

differ from the types considered in the preceding discussion In that the

students in Type IV (Table 9) and Type III (Table 10) tended to have less

experience with the American culture.

The final two types, 1 In Table 9 end IV In Table 10, also are some-

what similar. Both types consist of an English student and one person

from a country with a strong English heritage; none of the.four students

reported any trouble with the English language. Alt four students hal,

also been in the United States for one year when this study was conducted.

Not surprisingy, all four students had spent at least an average amount

of time both reading and speaking English. This last pair of types also

differs from those in the preceding discussion in that all students had

extensive experience with English and probably attended school's In their

native countries that used English as the primary language.

The,1tem deScriptIons of the two sorts (Tables II and 12) reveal ;

more similarities. Type II (sort one) and Type 1 (sort two) both reject

the more serious dimensions of humanism such as the program about the life

support machine described (item 28). Further, both sorts accept the

heping dimension of humanism. For example, foreign students in both sorts

accepted item 19 describing Bob helping his parents ("Bob Newhart Show").

The two sorts are also very similar for the democracy value. Students

in both sorts accepted items 20, 21 and 25.
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Type III (Table II) and Type II (Table 12) are also very similar..

Students responsible for both tables rejected materialism and accepted

democracy. Considering humanism, u`udents in these two sorts accepted-

life and death type,programS such as ArChle saying a eutogy lor a friend

In item 10. The materialism value also Prioduced very simtlar sorting

behaviors. Students In both sorts accepted the iters.representing new

careers,as opposed to other dimensions of materlalfsm. For examples bothi.

sets of students accepted item 12 describing the now career for Rhoda.

Siudents.in Type IV (Table II) and Type ill (Table 12) tended to

accept materialism. They also accepted the same items (#3 and #8). With

the exception of Items 16 and 24, the items rejected fn the democracy

value all Involved young male leads. Two of the three rejected Items

involved scme aspect of high school education. Even the exception to this

conclusion, (J.J. takes over In item 29), the male lead is a high school

aged person.

The final pair of sorts Is Type 1 (Table II) and Type IV (Table 12).

Students sortin2 iterns\in these types rejected humanism and accepted demo-.

cracy. Many of the rejected items for the humanism value involved marriage

or related topics. For example, Phyllis helps a marriage In item 12.

Item 10 was rejected in both sorts. Most of the accepted items involving

the materialism value Involved a new job or career.

'Discussion

Television viewing tended to be an Important discriminating variable

when the types produced by sorts accomplished by American students were
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-considered. Thb more frequent television viewer had a somewhat different

view of American culture than did the student who watched little tele-

vision on daily basis. Further, the two sorts, accomplished by two.

independent groups of American students, suggested that this method of

determining the role of television.in the acculturation process is fairly

valid. Not only were the types producld by the two, sorts simflar when

television viewing behaviors were considered, but also students in the

various sorts tended to similarly accept and reject items representing

three cultural values and have simflar views of the specific items within

each value dimension. In total, fourteen items within the three values

had significant Z scores for both Sorts.

Considering the cultural views of American students, humanism was

fairly unanimously reacted by all thirty students. Conversely, materialism

was/ Just as unanimously accapted as a.cultural.va,lue. Democracy'wes also

accepted as a value, but the resufts of theie data may not be very valid

compared toltems representing the humanism and'materialism values.

The two sorts of foreign student cultural perceptions were very

different and probably not valid. A careful inspection of Tables 5 and 6

reveal some inieresting differences in the two groups of foreign students.

First, students in Tobie 6 tended to have a somewhat more difficult time

with the Ennlish language. Eight of the fifteen students reported more

than 'llardly any difficulty". Conversely, only five students in Table 5

reported more than "hardly any difficulty". Another difference between

the two groups of foreign 5tudents that impinged on their sorting of the

television program description was difference in native'countries. For
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example, two Talwaneo and other Students that typically have much difficulty
4

learning English were in Table 6. The Inability to speak.the language must

interfere with their enjoyment of entertainment television, tWereby lessening

its effect on their perceptions of American culture., Students fn Table 5

differed In that most of them mire from Countries with a strong British

heritage. In eact, mcs1 of these Countries were once colcmles of.9reat

Britain. This heritage Is reflected In the perceived difficulty these

students reported with Engiish.

Interestingly, the differences in the two roups of foreign students,

reportedly respon,,ible for different perceptions of American cultural

values, did not seem to affect their beliefs concerning this culture as

represented by television programs. Pairs of types can easily be identified

In terms of the types of students responsible for the two factor structures.

The discriminating variables in these two sorts were experience with the

English language (speaking and reading), time in the Uniteil States *and

television viewing hours. These similarities across types was supported

by the overall acceptance and rejection of the three cultural values

internalizel by these.students. .Strong similarities were also found when

the specific items ascepted and rejected within each of the.types were

studies. In fact, eleven similarities were found acrosd both sorts.

In'terms of cultural beliefs held by the two groups of foreign students,

humanism was rejected (eleven of twenty-seven items recetved significant

negative Z scores); materialism was accepted (fourteen of twenty-five Items

received significant positive Z scores) and democracy was split. 'These

views were vory similar to American students' perceptions of their own culture.

18
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However, foreign students' beliefs were very different from borth'their end

American student perceptions. Like the preceeding analyses, humanism Was

rejected (nine of twenty-five !toms). However, the views on materialism

were.split and democracy was strongly accepted (sixteen of twenty-seven

items received significant positive Z scor;es)v. -These results are very

similar to the findings of-Kapoor mid Williams reported earlier. Foreign

students seem to believe values much different than.those they perceivet

Value perceptions could he a function of what foreign students are

told about the United States, in terms of democracy value, and. then reinforced

by television. The human'ism value seems to reCeive little reinforcement

from television given the perceptions of both American and foreign students.

Support for.this conclusion can be drawn feom the aneysis of the two

Merican student sorts. Type I in both sorts contained students who

watched more than the average number of television hours per day. ,Humanism

was rejected by those students; materiarism was accepted.

The results of this study suggest that television can, in fact, rein-

force existing perceptions of American culture. However, these perceptions

probably were not internalized by students considered in this study. These

data do not suggest that television causes perceptions and beliefs. Future

studies should consider this issue. The study repOrted here does suggest'

that Q factor research is one plausable and fairly valid method for investi-

gating the ability of television to acculturate foreign students Into

American culture. Future research could use factor loadings produced by

si-udles in predictive statistical techniques to ,answer the question of

how televIc-i'm causes cultural perceptions and beliefs.
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Television Hours of American Students and Factor 1.cadings

For Three Factor/Type :SolutIons

Subject - TV
Number ou

Simple Atructur..... f.t2_4atrix

1 4

2 6 '

3 .5

4 4

5 3

6 2

7 2

a
1

9 1.5

10 2

11 2

12 .5

13 0

14 4

15 2

Explained Total Variance

-110...

T
22.111...H

.43 .01 .24

.01 -.08 .14

.31 .03 .65*

.80* -.06 -.06

.14 ..01 .50

.72* -.09 .11

.12 :-.72* -.09

.38
,

79* -.09
..

.55* .13 .09

7.17 -.16 .42

-.05 .45 .44

.50 .05 .2;1

-.24 .29 .45

.68* .14 .17

.22 -.01. .62*

.21 .09 .09

*met loading criterion (3 X 1/I5) or .55

20



Television Hours of American Students and Factor Loadings
0.011. WAINII~VMEMir.

For Three Factor/Type Soluticm

"=immilmminialw
Simple Structure Metrbe

Subject TV
ot.......___jr.....Tyztjjj_.Ntonber.H

1 1 .63* -.23 -.06

2 2 .55* .15 .09

3 3 # .34 .22

4 2 .42 -.26 .60*

5 2 .45 '.41 -.18

6 1 .30 .35 .36

7 3 .

,

.23 .68* .39

8 5 -.10 .11 .17

9 15 .35 -.43 -.05

. 10 3 .36 55* .16

11 4 .55* .16 -.08

12 7 -.08 .54 .02

13 1

...

59* -.05 .07

14 4 -.02 .18. .57*

15 2 .05 .14 .47

Explained Total yariance .18 .11 .09

*met loading criterion (3 X 144T) or .55

awimm11111.0

21
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Table 3

Item Description and Z Scores for American Students

Item Value Item Description Type I Type 11 Type III

Marriage and Cancer
(Good Times) 1.6

2 'H Helping a war hero
(Bionic Woman) .f1.8 -1.8

3 ..ti Job and marriage
(One Day at a Time) 2.5

4 M Kotter takes part-.4
time job (Kotter) 1.7

5 Ii Dee offered queen
(What's Happening)

6 H Phyllis gives allurement
lessons (Phyllis)

7 H Housekeeper hired
(Jeffersons) -1.3

8 tI Fletcher looses job
(Betty White) -1.2

9 0 Horshak voted popular
(Kotter)

10 H Archie says eulogy
(All in the Family)

Howard visits.station
(!ary Tyler Moore)

12 P1 Rhoda nets new career
(Rhoda) 2.0. 1.7 1.0

13 Barrette can't talk
(Sarretta)

14 D John prints Hitler's
speeches (Waltons)

15 H Doctors, deliver baby
(IPIA*S*H) -1.2

1.2 1.8
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Item Value

Table 3 cont'd

item Description Type 1 Type II Type III

)15 . D Stuart keeps house
(Each Other) -1.1

.. ...

'4
17 D QUincy investigates

murder (Quincy)

18 H
1

Phyllis helps marriage
. (Phyllis)

19 H. Bob helps parents
(8ob Newhart)

20 0 Joanie grows up
(Happy Days)

21 , b .James fUghts school
(James at 15)

22 P1 Shirley gets new job
(What's Happening)

23 M Howard makes invention
(Happy Days)

24 0 Bob involved In rent
strike (tiewhart)

25 D Mike has dress problem
(All In the Family)

26 M Bank worth millions
(Each Other)

27 H Leonard votes conscience
(Phyllis)

28 H Life support machine
(Barnaby Jones)

29 D J.J. takes over
(Good Times)

30 H Lottery ticket lost
(Beach Bums)

1.0

.-2.0 -1.4

1.2

1.2

-1.4 -1.0

1.5 1.5

1:0

1.4

-2.0

-1.6

Accepted Items
Re ected Items

Type 1 Type 11 Type III

H 11. 0 HMD 'HMD
0 3 1 0 3

2 0 I. 3 I

H Humanism, M = Materialism, D = Democracy

23

3 2 3 2

2 1 3 2



Table 4

Item Description ,1212 Scores for American Students.

item. Value Item Desorlption 1 Type 1 Type II Type III

1 H.

,

Marriage and Cancóm
(Good Times) .

*

:

. 1..1 1.1 1.9

2 H Help!ng a. war hero
(Bionic $1Omen)'

i

3 M
,

Job and Marriage
(One Dey'at a Time)

4 M Kotter tiakes part-
time Job. (Kotter)

,

-1.4

5 M Dee offered queen
(What's Happening)_ -1.0'

s

6 H. Phy1lis gives allurement
lessons (Phyllis).

7 H Housekeeper hired
(Jeffersons)

8 H. Fletcher looses job
(Betty White) -1.9

.o. N
9 D Horshak voted popular

(Kotter) 1.1 -1.3

10 H Archie says eulogy
.

(All in the Family)
1

II M Howard vlsitsostation

12 M

. (Mary Tyler Mabre) ,
,,

Rhoda gets new career

\

(Rhoda) 1.8 1.2

13 D Barrette can't talk
(3arretta) 2.0 1.6

14 John prints Hitler's
speeches (Wartons)

15 U Doctors deliver baby
(1401/01S*1-1). -1.1

13 D Stuart keeps house
(Each Other) -1.2

4

-



Table 4 contld

Item Valup_ Item Descrl tion

17. D Quincy investigates
murder (Quincy).

. t I

18 H Phyllis helps marriage
(Phyllis)

19 -, Bob helps parents

20

411.11

(Bob Newhart)

Joanie grows up
(Happy Days) .

21 D James fights school
0 (James at 15)

22 M Shirley gets new Job
(What's Happening)

23 Howard makes invention
(Happy Days)

24 Bob ihvcrIved in rent
strike (Newhart) .

25 0 Mike has dress problem
(All in the Family)

26 N Bank worth millions
(Each Other)

27 H Leonard votes conscience
(Phyllis)

28 H Life support machine
(Barnzby Jones)

29 D J.J. takes over
:Good Times)

30 M Lottery ticket lost
(Beach Bums)

ZIS

r

T 1 T.eIt T.eilJ

j

-1.5

2.4

.5 1.2

1.6

-1.6

1.2

-1,7

1.0

-2.3 I 1 3

.

25

yllis)

28 H Life support machine
(Barnzby Jones)

30 M Lottery ticket lost
(Beach Bums)

22 M Shirley gets new Job
(What's Happening)

29 D J.J. takes over
:Good Times)
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Table 5

Five Factor/Type Solution for Foreign Students' Cultural Orientations

Subject
Number

Years
In

Country Resldence

Years
Reading
Engl ish

Years
Speaking
Eng I ish

TV.
. 'Hours

. MOmico 10 8 7
. 4

2 England 1 21 22 1

3 Nigeria 6 25 25 2
4 Senegal 3 17 .13 2
5 S. Africa 17 21 0
6 Dom. Rep. 1 5 4 2N
7 Kenya 4 14 11 .58 ivory Coast 3 13 3 .5
9 Liberia , 5 23 22 2.5
10 W. Germany 1 6 8 .5
11 Costa Rica 11 19 19 .5
12 Ethiopia 6 13 13 .5
13 Japan 1 9 '3 .5
14. Zimbawse 2 15 15 0
15 Ghana 21 17 .5

Difficulty
with

English

a lot
hardly
hard1y
hardly
hardly
'some
hardly
some

hardly
a lot
hardly
hardly,

''a lot

hardly
hardly.

Explained Total Variance11

.

Typo I.

Simple StructOre Matrix

Type 11 Type III Type IV Type V

.13 .79* .4h0 -.07

.35 -.16 -.28 -.10 -.15

.48. .09 .03 .04

.84* -.28 .04 -.18 --.02

.48 .01 -.27 .27 -.22
-.26 .38 .02 .05 .06
.37 .02 -.09 -.61* -.49

-.09 .18 -.06 -.08 .69*
-.03 -.13 .86* -.03. .04
.09 .66*. -.04 -.24 -.01

-.14 -.01 .48 -.16 .37
.23 -.06 .24 .06 .58*
.06 -.09 -.10 .62* -.02
*.03 .22 .53 .55* -.26
.65* .26 -.15 -.18 .10

.16 .10 .10 .08 .07

*Met loading criterion of (3 X 1/in) or .55



Table 6

Three Factor/Type Solutton for Foreign Students/ Cuitural.OrientatIons

Years Years Years Difficulty
Subject In Reading Speaking TV
Nu.j...........2triberCour)ceEnlish English Hours

1 UAR 4 12 4 3
2 Jamaica 2 all life all Ilfe .5
3 Venezuela 3 17 2 2
4 ". Germany I 9 9 2
5 Taiwan 2 12 5 .5
*6 Taiwan 2 .15 3 I

7 Senegal 3 18 14 1

8 Nigeria 4 all life all Ilfe 4
9 Ethiopia 3 19 17 1

10 Nigeria 2 29 29 2
II India 1 21 23 1.5
12 Bangladesh 3 17 17 3
13 England 1 15 19 3
14 Ind[a 5 19 10 2
15 Bangladesh 4 17 11 2

Explained Tn+al Variance

with

Enplish Type I Type II Type III

a little -.70* .05 .16
hardly -.09 .14 79*
some .15 . .37 .06

a little -.07 .75* .14
a lo+ .09 .06 .14
a lot .32 -.34 .26
a little .01 .34 -.10
hardly .45 .29 .39
a little .03 -.07 . .47
hardly -.10 .08 -.06
hardly -.01 -.22 .02
hardly .32 -.36 .36
hardly .10 .51 -.05
hardly .49 .17 -.10
a little .55* -.03 .21

.12 .10 .08

*Met loading criterion of (3 X 1,1011) or .55

29
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Table .1.
. .

.Itom pascrIstion end Z Scores for .
I.

Foreign Students' Cultural Orientations

Item. Value Item Description
. Type I Type 11 y0a 111 .Ty,pe IV Type V

1 H Marriage and Cancer
(Good TImes) J.6

.2 H Helping a war hero
(Bionic Woman)

3 M Job and marriage
(Cme Day at a Time) 2.,4

4 M Kotter takes part-
time job (Kotter) 1.8

M Dee offered queen
(What's Happining) -1.1

Phyllis gives allurement
lessons (Phyllis)

7 H Housekeeper hired
(Jeffersons) -1.8

8 M Fletcher looses job .

(Betty White) -1,3 -2.0

D Horshnk voted popular
.(Kotter)

10 H Archie says eulogy
(All In the Family)

11 M Howard visits station
(Ilary Tyler Noore) -1.0

12 M Rhoda gets new career
(Rhoda) 1.6 :

13 D Barrette can't talk
(Berretta) 1.6

14 D John prints Hitler's
speeches (Waltons)

15 H Doctors deliver baby
(M*A*S*H) -1.1

3 0

1.0

-1.0

-1.2 -1.4

1.5

-1.7

1.0

'-1.3 .-1.7 2.3

2.3 -1.9 1.0

1.8

-1.3 -1.2

-1.2

-1.3



Table 7 contld
4.111111MPPIP *MP 111111111

Item Value Item Descrl tion TeIT IIT II1TeIV T

16 0 Stuart keeps house
(Each Other)

- 17 D Qufncy Investigates
murder (Quincy)

18 H Phyllis helps marriage
(Phyllis)

18 H Bob helps parents .

(Bob Newhart)

20 D Joanie grows up
(Happy Days)

-1.3

21 p James fights school
(James at 15)

22. M Shirloy gets new job
(What's Happening) 1.5

23 M Howard makes invention
(Happy Days)

24 D Bob involved ln rent
strike (Newhart).

25 D Mike has dress problem
(All in.the Family)

26 M bank worth millions
(Each Other)

27 H Leonard votes conscience
(Phyllis)

28 H Life support machine
(Barnaby Jones)

29 D J.J. takes ovor
(Good Times)

30 M Lottery ticket lost
(Seach Bums)

Accepted items
ejected items

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.2

1.5 .

1.6 -2.3

-1.0 1.3

1.1 -1.0

-1.0 -.1.9 -1 .2

1.4

1.1 1.2

.1.8

-1.7

2.2 A:4

-1.7 -1.0

Type I Type 11 Type III Type IV Type VHMD HMD HMD HMD HMD
0 4 0 1 0 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 3.02

R 3 2 0 0 41 141 2 3 2 212
Humanism, M = Materialism, D = Democracy

3 1
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Table 3 .

Item pescriptton and Z 'Scores for Foreign Students'. CuitUral Orientations

Item Value Item Description
. Type I Type 1 I Type 1 1 1

1 H Marriage and Cancer
(Good Times) -1.4

2 H Helping a war hero
(Bionic Waren)

Job and marriage
(One Day at a Time) 1.1 1.7

4 11 Kotter takes part-
time Job (Kotter) 2.2 -1.0

5 M Dee offered queen
(What's Happening) 2.1

6 H Phyllis gives allurement-
lessons (Phyllis) 1.2

7 H Housekeeper hired
(Jeffersons) -1.2

8 P.1 Fletcher looses job
(Betty White) 1.0

Horshak voted popular
(Kotter) 1.5

10 H Archie says eulcgy
(All in'the Family) -1.2 ,

11 1.1 Howard visits station
(Mary Tyler Moore)

12 M Rhoda gets new career
(Rhoda) 1.6 .

13 0 Barrette can't talk
(Bacretta) 2.6

"..t

14 0 John prints Hitler's
speeches (Waltons)

15 H Doctors do!iver baby
(11*H) -1.2

Stuart keeps house
(Each Other) -1.6



1. tk' 1 '1041? V

Itiare cont/d .

Item Value ltemscrttIón e

17 0 Quincy Investigates
murder.(Quincy) .

18 H Phyllis helps marriage
(Phyllis)

.19 H Bob helps pirents
(Bob Newhart)

-1.2

20 0 Joanie grows up
(Happy Days) 2.1

21 D James fights school
(James at 15)

22 M Shirley gets new Job
(What's Happening) . 1.2

23 Howard makes invention
(Happy Days) 2.2

24 D Bob Involved in rent .

strike (Newhart)

25 D Mike has dress.problem
.(All in the Family)

- I .9

-1.1 -1.6

26 Bank worth millions
(Each Other) -1.3

27 H Leonard votes conscience
(Phyllis)

28 H Life support machine
(Barnaby Jones)

29 D J.J. takes over
(Good Times) .

30 H lot!'ory ticket lost
Bums)

-1.3

-1.5

2.4 1.0

INIMMIMI=111.

Accepted items
Rejectdd items

Type 1 Type I I

H 11 D H ttl D

0 2 2 1 ,3 2

3 0 I 3 1 2

Type 1 I 1

H tti D
0 2 2

2 -1 2

33
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Table 9

Four Factor/Type Solution for Foreign Students' Cultural Beliefs

4.4ifq.p.,;,4,v4k

:a

Subject

Number

Years Years
in Reading

Country Residence English

Years - Difficulty
Speaking TV with
English Hours English

Slmple Structure

Type 1 Type 11 Type Ill Type IV
1 Mexico 10 7
2 England . 21 22

Nigarta_ 6 25 25
4 Senegal* 3 .17 . 13
5 S. Africa 17 2)

Dom. Rep. 5 4
7 Kenya 4 14 11

Ivory*Coast 3 13 3
9 Llber1a 5 23 22

10 Germany 1 6 8
11 Costa Rica 11 19 )9
12 Ethiopia 6 13 13
13 Japan 1 9 3
14 Zimbawze 2 15 15
15 Ghana 4 21 17

'.4

Is

2.

2

o.
2

.5

. 5

2.5
.5

.5

. 5

.5

.5

Explainee Mtn( Variance

ft .3311moomp000lillOoddoomoomonOww.orlOwnirmommomamoinnollorlio.'

Met loading criterion of (3 X l'AI'or .55

34

a lot -.07 .02 .05 .18
_hardly-
hardly -.14 .60*
hardly -.10 .65*. .02 -.20
hardly 59* -.01 -.14 .40
SOM9 .01 .03 .40

hardly .27 -.63* .04 -.03
tome .10 .41 .38
hardly .41 -.42 .15 .30
a lot .41 .05 .20

hardly .00 -.05 ..70* .35 .

hardly .32 .73* -.04 .32
a lot .39 .36 -.17 . -.34

hardly -.14 -.20 -.56* .02
hardly -.12 .16 .66*

.14 .13 .10 . .07

ja



TWO 10.1=11 NOME.

Four FagioriType Solution for Foreign Students' Cultural Beliefs.MOMOM11111*

-
Years Years Years Difficulty

Subject. In ., Reading Speaking TV with
Simple Structure

..

Numbe±..m...ant.rCoRe_WderlitstioursErlish,ErilishType
1 Type'll ..Type lir Type IV

1 UAR 4 12 4 3 a lIttle -.22 .03 .45
2 Jamaica , 2 all life all Ilfe .5 hardly, :11 .56* -.06 .15
3 Venezueta 3 17 2 2 'some .06 ..72* .12 .22
4. W. Germany 1 9 9 2 a little .26 .47 -.31 .23
5 Taiwan . 2 12 5 .5 a lot .04. .28 .70 .08
6 Taiwan 2 15 3 A ailot .52 .45 .20 .17
7 Senegal 3 18 14 1 a little .72* -.30 -.12 .02
8 Nigeria 4 all life all, life 4 hardly .62* -.27 :20 .04
9 Ethiopia 3 19 17 I . a itttle -.49 .25 .34 .16
0 Nigeria 2 29 29 2 hardly .01 .62* .12 -.16
1 India 1 21 23 1.5 hardly .20 .09 .35 .66*
2 Bangladesh 3 17 17 3 hardly -.38 -.37 -.42 .15
3 England 1 15 19 3 hardly -.06 .06 -.15
4 India 5 19 10 2 hardly .41 .09 -.08 .02

.

5 Bangladesh 4 17' 11 2 a little .26 -.13 .70* .05........
Explaine0 Total Variance .20 .12 .09 .07

*Met loading criterion of (3 X Imiff) or .55

36
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item Yalu*

1 H

3 P4

4 P4

5 M

H

7 H

8 M

D

10 H

11 M

12 M

13 D

14 D

15 H

16 0

1.146'",04.t.r.. . ,,..

Tablill

Item DeScription,and Z Scores fc4.

Foreign,Students' Cultural Beliefs

=111110
Item Descrfption Ty0 I Type 1 1 .._Type I I I Type IV

Marriage and cancer
(Gcgd Times).

Helping a war hero
(Bionic Woman) .1.5 -1.9

Job and marriage
(One Day at a Time)

Kotter takes part-
time Job (Kotter) 1.9 -1.8.

Dee offered queen
(What's Happening) -1.4 -1.7

Phyllis gives allurement
lessons (Phyllis)

Housekeeper hired
(Jeffersons) -1.3

Fletcher looses job
(Betty White) 2.3 -1.3 -2.4

Horshak voted popular
(Kotter) 2.0 -1.7

Archie says eulogy
(All in the Family) -2.0 -1.4 1 4

Howard visits station .`

(Mary Tyler Moore)

Rhoda gilts new career
(Rhoda). 1.5 1.1

Barrette can't talk
(Berretta) 1.1

John prints Hitler's
speeches (Walt:xis)

Doctors delivyr baby,
(M*A*S*H) -1.2 -1.0

Stuart keeps house
(Each Other) -1.7

38
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v.!'

)7. ighma Value Item De'scrl.'len

17 D Quincy investigates
murder (Quincy)

18 H Phyllis helps marriage
(Phyllis)

IebloiL

Tel T1 t..iii e IV

1.5

19 H Bob helps parents
Newhart)

20 D Joanle groves up
iliappY Days)

21 D James fights school
(James at 15)

22 M Shirley gets new Job
(What's Happening)

23 , M Howard makes invention .

(Happy Days)

24 D Bob involmed in rent
strike (Newhart)

)25 D Hike has dress problem
(All in the Family)

26 M Bank worth millions
(Each Other)

27 H Leonard votes conscience
(Phyllis)

28 H Life support machine
(Barnaby Jones)

-1.9

-1.0

29, D J.J. takes over
(Good Times) -1.0

30 M Lottery ticket lost
(Beach Bums)

Acceptect, Items

Rejected Items

4.

%`

a

1.5

1.3

Type 1 Type II Type III Type IV

HMD 1411D. HMD H V D

0 4 2 2' I '3 2 1 2_ 0 2 2

4 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 0 1 1 2 ,

H = Humanism, M = Materialism, 0 = Democracy

1

0 4
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item

Table 12

Students' CUlturalDescription and Z Scores tor foreign

Item Value Item Description Type 1 Type 11 Type III Type IV

411

1 H Marriage and cascor
(Good Timms) 1.5 2.4

2 Fl Helping a war hero
(Bionic Woman) 1.2

3 M Job and marriage
. (One Day at a Time)

. 1.7 2.0

4 M Kotler takes part- I

time job (Kotter) -2.1

Dee offered.oueen
(What's Happening) -1.2 -1.1

6 H Phyllis gives allurement
lessons (PhYllis) -1.1 -1.7

7 H Housekeeper hired
(Jeffersons) -1.1 i

8 H Fletcher looses job
(Betty Olte) . -1.8 1.0

9 0 Horshak voted popular
(Kotter) -1.8

10 H Archie says eulogy
(All in.the Family) /I. 1.7 -1.9

II M Howard visits station
(Mary Tyler Moore)

12 M Rhoda gets new career
(Rhoaa). 1.3/

13 D Parretta can't talk
(3arretta) 15

14 D John prints Hitler's
speeches (Waitons)

15 H Doctors deliver baby
(H*A*S*H*)

16 D Stuart keeps house
(Each Other) 1.4



.M1,11t:Tivvr,':-:,..7.;:,4,-:;,,t1rIA 'lot% Oti:HAT 4614i".7
I

$ * $;:t

I tern. Vats* item Desc.....apilon, IV.

4
17 0 Pulncy investigates

murder (Puincy). F.I

18 Phyllls helps Oarriage
(Phyllis) 1.5. -1.1

Table 12 contld.

19 H Bob helps parents
(Dob Newhart) 1.9

20 D Joanie grows up
(Happy Days) -1.7

21 D James fights school
(James at 15) -2.3 -1.3 -1.9

22 M Shirley pets new job
(What's Happening) ,I.7

23 M Howard makes invention
(Happy Days)

24 0 Bob involved in rent
strike (Newhart) -1.4

25 D Mr). has dress problem
(All in the Family) -1.3

26 M Bank worth millions
(Each Other)

27 H Leonard votes conscience
(Phyllis) 1.7

28 H Life support machine
(Barnaby Jones)

29 D J.J. takes over
(Good Times) -1.7 1.5 -1.3

30 M -Lottery ticket lost
(Beach Bums) -1.0 1,4

Accepted items
Rejected items

Type I Type II Type III Type IV-
HMD HMD HMD HMD
3 0 0 I 2 3

I 0 4 0 3 2

2 2 0 1 . 2 1

2 0 3 3 2 0

H = Humanism, M = Materialism, D = Democracy

41
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sample. The number of Items in Q-sort Instrument depends upon the number
of Independencies, the number of levels in each Independencies and the
number of replIcations.of both.

13W11 liam D. Brooks, "9-Sort Technique," In Methods of Research In
CommuniPation, edited by Phillip Emmert and William C4. braNs (Boston,
Houghtop Mifflin Co., 1970).

14
Like R factor analysis, negative loadings suggest converse rela-

tionships.

°Students with negative loadings do not fit .thfs conclUston.

16This student had a negative loading.
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